HEALTHCARE
• Digital Front Door For Healthcare
• Hand Hygiene Compliance for Healthcare
• Health Systems Interoperability
• Inpatient Telehealth
• Medical Coding Optimization and Accuracy
• Medical Lab Refrigeration Monitoring
• Robotic Process Automation for Healthcare Claims
• Scalable Connected Care
• Telehealth Beyond Video
• Wayfinding and Location Services for Healthcare

PUBLIC SECTOR & SMART CITIES
• Body Worn Camera Solution
• Connected Roadways
• Copper Theft Security Monitoring
• Intelligent Parking
• Interactive Viewboard for Education
• License Plate Recognition (LPR) Deployment Kit
• Outdoor Surveillance for Illegal Dumping
• Public Safety Video Surveillance and Retention
• Robotic Process Automation for City Governments
• Safer Schools
• Smart Exit Signs
• Social Intelligence Analyzer
• Student Safety & Wi-Fi for School Buses
• Vaping Detection
• Water System Monitoring

RETAIL
• Compliance as a Service for Refrigeration Monitoring
• Intelligent Wi-Fi for Retail
• Loss Prevention for POS
• Social Safety for Retail
• Real Time Inventory Management
• Remote Refrigeration Monitoring
• Wayfinding and Location Services for Retail
• Wi-Fi Customer Engagement and Acquisition

INDUSTRIAL
Energy Monitoring & Management
• Electric Substation Monitoring
• Smart Fracking
• Utility Vegetation Management
• Windfarm Management

Manufacturing Operations
• Advanced GPS Asset Tracking
• Brownfield & Closed Equipment Monitoring
• CNC Remote Machine Condition Monitoring
• Inventory Management and Asset Tracking
• IoT PREDICT for Smart Manufacturing
• Manufacturing Equipment Health Monitoring
• Predictive Maintenance and Optimization
• Robotic Process Automation for Manufacturing
• Smart Material Handling
• Smart Pallets
• Visual Inspection for Manufacturing

Smart Buildings
• Access Control
• Building Monitoring, Alarming, and Control
• Data Infrastructure Management & Smart Building Monitoring
• Indoor Asset Tracking & Wayfinding
• Intelligent Building
• Intelligent Lighting
• Interactive Viewboard
• Lone Worker Safety & Hospitality
• Occupancy Estimator
• Room Solutions
• Secure and Monitor IT Infrastructure
• Worker Safety & CDC Validation
• Workspace Intelligence Solutions

Transportation & Logistics
• Fleet Tracking and Asset Monitoring

COVID SOLUTIONS

REMOTE STUDENT / WORKER
• Remote Learning Solution with Microsoft
• Work from Home Solution

TELEHEALTH
• Inpatient Telehealth by VeeMed
• Open Campus Solution by WICis
• Scalable Connected Care by ViteiNet
• Telehealth, Telemedicine & Workflows by WICis
• Webex Video Conferencing for Healthcare by Cisco

SANITIZATION
• AdvanWash – No Contact Hand Sanitization by Keonn
• Hand Hygiene Compliance for Healthcare by Hitachi

WORKPLACE SAFETY
• Air Quality Monitoring by iaconnects
• All-In-One Human Based Monitoring by IntelliSite & Dell
• Personnel Management Solution by HP & Meridian
• Safe Space Solution by Creative Realities
• Smart Spaces and Lumada Video Insights: Temperature Sensing by Hitachi
• Temperature Detection & Smart Social Distancing
• Temperature Screening System by Advantech
• Turing Shield for Workforce and Customer Safety

SOCIAL DISTANCING
• Building Occupancy by iaconnects
• Occupancy Traffic Lights by iaconnects
• Social Distancing with Wearables
• Social Safety for Retail by EVERYANGLE
• Social Distancing and Occupancy Monitoring by Hitachi

GROW, INCREASE AND EXPAND YOUR CHANNEL BUSINESS WITH NEXT-GENERATION TECHNOLOGY
Interested in developing an IoT practice or expanding your existing one? If so, we invite you to visit Tech Data’s IoT Digital Practice Builder website and take our complimentary assessment.